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ABSTRACT
In this workwe analyze content statistics of the V3C1 dataset, which
is the first partition of the Vimeo Creative Commons Collection (V3C).
The dataset has been designed to represent true web videos in the
wild, with good visual quality and diverse content characteristics,
and will serve as evaluation basis for the Video Browser Showdown
2019-2021 and TREC Video Retrieval (TRECVID) Ad-Hoc Video
Search tasks 2019-2021. The dataset comes with a shot segmentation
(around 1 million shots) for which we analyze content specifics and
statistics. Our research shows that the content of V3C1 is very
diverse, has no predominant characteristics and provides a low self-
similarity. Thus it is very well suited for video retrieval evaluations
as well as for participants of TRECVID AVS or the VBS.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Vimeo Creative Commons Collection (V3C) [24] is a large-scale
video dataset that has been collected from high-quality web videos
with a time span over several years in order to represent true videos
in the wild. It consists of 28 450 videos with a duration of 3 801 h
in total. The first part of this dataset (V3C1) has been used by the
Video Browser Showdown (VBS) 2019 [17] already and will be used
for the Ad-Hoc Video Search (AVS) task at TRECVID 2019 as well
[5]. For both campaigns V3C1 will serve as a basis over three years
(VBS 2019-2021 and TRECVID 2019-2021) before it is planned to be
extended with further parts of the V3C dataset.
V3C1 contains 1 000 h of video content and approximately one
million shots that were created by the authors of the dataset using
the open-source multimedia retrieval engine Cineast [22]. In this
paper we perform a thorough analysis of content characteristics of
the V3C1 dataset in order to provide a basis for future users of the
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dataset (e.g., participants or organizers of evaluation campaigns or
studies). Such an investigation is important as it reveals content sta-
tistics and characteristics that enable better assessment of relevance
and impact in terms of evaluation results. For example, [23] has
shown that many public video datasets have quite specific content
characteristics in several aspects (e.g., duration, resolution, genre,
content classes, upload date etc.), which do significantly differ from
videos in the wild and therefore limit the generalizability of evalu-
ation results to the real world. Also, a comprehensive analysis of
content characteristics is crucial for assessing the appropriateness
of a dataset for a given task and comparing it to other datasets. It
provides the basic source of information when defining queries
(e.g., for TRECVID or VBS) and performing evaluations. For ex-
ample, only when we know that a concept is not predominant in
the dataset, it makes sense to create an AVS query related to this
concept. Similarly, only if we know the number of shots showing
three faces, for example, we can assess the recall of retrieval tools
or classifiers related to faces. Therefore, in this paper we highlight
such content semantics and provide related statistics and assess the
content diversity of the V3C1 dataset.
2 RELATEDWORK
Benchmarking video datasets has become prominent in recent years
in order to provide a solid ground truth for further research based on
those datasets [13, 21]. While V3C1 will be used during TRECVID
2019, Internet Archive videos with Creative Commons (IACC.1-3)
datasets [19] were used the years before. IACC.1 contains only
videos with a constant bit rate of 512 kb/s and captures around
64 000 video files gathered between 1996 and 2009 via the platform
Internet Archive1. Those videos have an average duration of 12.720
min and a maximum duration of about 500 min. There are means of
categorizing those videos available for IACC.1, but as it is pointed
out in [19] there is no overall ontology and for a lot of videos no
or incomplete categorization available. This is also true for IACC.2
and IACC.3.
The Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC100M) [29]
is a dataset sourced from media sharing platform Flickr2 between
2004 and 2014 and encompasses a collection of 800 000 videos,
besides a much broader collection of images. While only 52% of
those videos have user generated annotations, it is stated in [29]
that they added information about visually detected concepts to
the videos metadata. Due to former Flickr upload restrictions most
of the videos in the YFCC100M dataset have a duration of 90 s or
1URL: https://archive.org/
2URL: https://www.flickr.com/
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Figure 1: Distribution of the video bit-rate
less. The dataset encompasses a wide range of different resolutions
and aspect ratios [6].
YouTube-8M is a dataset of around 8 million videos gathered via
the video platform Youtube3 [1]. The average duration of those
videos is 3.75 min in the range of 2 to 8.33 min [26] and for every
video metadata according to a predefined vocabulary is given. As
other sources describe these metadata as noisy [8] its quality may
be assessed as controversial. The actual dataset does not contain
the videos themselves, but URLs (Uniform Resource Locator) to re-
trieve those videos via Youtube [15]. While those exemplary named
datasets have their strengths and apply to certain preferences, they
also have some shortcomings, that may be overcome by using the
given V3C1 dataset.
3 VIDEO META CHARACTERISTICS
In this section we want to address the videos’ meta features, i.e.,
properties, which are not related to their visual content. While
other video datasets such as IACC.1 represents only videos with a
bitrate of 512 kb/s, Figure 1 shows a broader distribution of the bi-
trate among V3C1’s videos. Although it shows a broad distribution,
there are some visible preferences for certain bitrates. Peaks in the
distribution of the video bitrate are especially apparent for roughly
700, 850, 2 100, 2 600, 4 700 and 5 200 kb/s.
Each given video is separated into shots, i.e., visually similar
segments that are represented by certain key frames. The number
of shots per video depends on its duration and visual content [24].
Figure 2 illustrates this distribution of shots per video. On average
a video consists of 114.84 shots per video, in the range of 5 to 5 011
shots per video.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the duration of these seg-
mented video shots and illustrates a strong tendency towards shorter
shots. Despite some peaks in the overall share of shots at around
25 and 30 s, most shots are shorter than 10 s.
The given video dataset comprises videos uploaded to Vimeo
between 2006 and 2018 and thus provides more current data than
all the datasets mentioned in Section 2. While most of the data was
gathered between 2011 and 2018 (despite a drop between 2015 and
2016), it also contains videos uploaded prior to that period, albeit
amounting to a rather low share (see Figure 4)
3URL: https://www.youtube.com/
Figure 2: Distribution of shots per video
Figure 3: Distribution of segment durations
Figure 4: Distribution of video upload date
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the resolution of all the videos
contained in the V3C1 dataset. While 1280x720 and 1920x1080 are
obviously the dominant resolutions in the dataset, there is a high
variance in terms of low resolutions. In particular there are some
visible peaks in the figure in the standard VGA (Video Graphics
Array) resolution range [12].
It may be concluded that the given dataset provides a collection
of well-structured videos (segmented into shots), which is offering
a wide range of video bit rates, gathered over a large time range
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Figure 5: Distribution of video resolution
Figure 6: Pairwise distance between video shots
(compared to other video datasets) and comprising videos for a
variety of resolutions [4].
4 VIDEO CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS
While the previous section is mainly concerned with the meta
characteristics of the videos within the given V3C1 collection, this
section focuses on content-based properties that were gathered via
a thorough image analysis and inter-image comparison.
To reveal further insights of the V3C1 dataset, we investigate the
visual and semantic content of key frames, that are provided with
the dataset. As a first step we computed pairwise distances between
all key frames by using three visual content descriptors: Color
Layout Descriptor (CLD) [10, 11], Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)
[18, 20] and Deep Features (i.e., weights of the last-fully connected
layer, also known as neural codes) generated by classification of
the key frames with GoogLeNet/InceptionNet [25, 27]. While CLD
especially focuses on representing the prevailing colors of an image
as a feature vector [10], EHD creates such a vector based upon
the image’s geometry and its main structure measured according
to predominant edges [18]. Figure 6 shows that there is a higher
similarity between video shots according to their texture (EHD)
than according to their color layout (CLD). Manhattan / L1 distance
was used as distance metric for comparing the given features. For
the similarity measured according to EHD as well as CLD and the
deep features there is a discrete peak at distance zero. This anomaly
occurs due to some key frames being identical, e.g., solid black
shots, etc.
Figure 7: Distribution of self-similarity among shots per
video
Table 1: Dominant Colors of Shot Key frames
Dominant Color Number of Key frames
Blue 32 058
Cyan 8 109
Green 10 912
Magenta 1 899
Orange 33 188
Red 30 569
Violet 108
Yellow 1 424
Figure 7 illustrates the self-similarity among shots of a video
measured according to the deep features of its key frames (cf. [25]).
This Intra Shot Distance is shown along with the so called General
Distance, which is the one displayed as “deep feature” in Figure 6, for
comparison. Figure 7 shows that among shots of the same video the
similarity is higher than the similarity among all shots of the whole
video collection. This leads to the interpretation that, although the
given deep features are not based on a dedicated visual feature
representation like EHD or CLD, those features can be used as a
mean for visual content analysis to a certain degree. Researchers
using the V3C1 video collection have to keep in mind that this only
holds true to a certain degree, as there is still some overlapping
between the given curves of Figure 7. Table 1 outlines which colors
are predominant for which amount of key frames. It shows that
dominantly blue, red and orange key frames are prevailing within
the video collection, while other colors are subordinate.
We analyzed these key frames using NASnet, a state-of-the-art
convolutional neural network developed at Google Inc [30]. The
ImageNet image collection provides a set of classes [7] that may
be used to categorize images according to their visual content (cf.
[14]). We applied this mean of categorization utilizing NASnet with
the 1 000 ImageNet-classes of the ILSVRC challenge in the CNN’s
softmax layer to each key frame and attached that meta data to the
according shot.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the detected classes per video.
It is obvious that the vast majority of videos have more than 100
concepts, which underlines the high diversity of the content. Figure
9 illustrates the top 20 detected classes and shows which classes
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Figure 8: Distribution of detected classes per Video
Figure 9: Top 20 detected Classes
are the most prominent ones among the given dataset. It shows
that different video characteristics are spread equally within the
collection, as even themost frequently detected classes only account
for about 35k video shots - roughly 0.32 % of the whole dataset.
To assess the confidence level for the detection of the top 20
detected classes per key frame, we provide the respective confidence
range in Figure 10. As often posed in literature too high confidence
rates are signs for an overfitting of the given neural network [16, 28].
Thus those displayed confidence rates are satisfying.
Beyond these classes we also analyzed the semantics of each
shot’s key frame. Table 2 notably identifies, whether human faces
or text was detected on each key frame and to which degree. This
detection differentiates between some and a lot text, as well as
different amounts of faces. It is evident that most key frames do not
Figure 10: Confidence of best detected class per shot
Table 2: Semantics of Keyframes of Shots
Semantics Number of Key frames
No face 815 435
One face 204 049
Two faces 43 291
Three faces 11 618
Four faces 4 334
Some text 103 934
A lot of text 18 862
contain faces (roughly 75 %) while those that contain faces have a
strong tendency to just include one. A fraction of about 11 % of all
key frames contains text at all, whereas a heavy bias towards key
frames with just a little text exists. This semantic analysis of the
key frames was done via Apple’s Core Image technology [2] both
for identifying faces [9] and texts [3].
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In the broad field of data analytics one of the key components
of research is having the right and appropriate datasets in place.
Using standard and open datasets enables researchers to reproduce
analytical experiments based on these datasets and thus validate
the respective research. In this paper we have analyzed content
characteristics of the V3C1 dataset [24] to provide ground truth
for further related research. Most importantly, our analysis has
shown that the content of V3C1 is very diverse in several aspects
(upload time, visual concepts, resolutions, colors, etc.), it has no
predominant characteristics and provides a low self-similarity (i.e.,
few near duplicates). Such properties make the dataset very well
suited for video retrieval evaluations.
Disclaimer: Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials
may be identified in this document in order to describe an experimental
procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended
to imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the
entities, materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available for
the purpose.
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